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Walk:
Location:

NOC 05
Llangorse Lake

Directions;
Distance (miles):
Time (hours):
Length of Walk:

Dates Walked:

Use Sat Nav to get to Llangorse then follow signs to Llangorse Lake.
26.5
0.41
Footpaths go along one side of the lake, marked from the car park at Llangorse Lake.
However the path does not go all the way around the lake. So you can do an hour or
two to the end of the marked paths and then return the same way you came.
04/07/2008,

Parking:

FOC I recall.

Pop in to:

Riding stables at Llangorse (well sign posted activity centre) also includes indoor
mountain climbing centre – most impressive.
About half way along the walk there is a bird watching hide with a pictures of the
birds you are likely to spot on the walls inside.

Description:

Undeterred by the absence of a path all the way around the Lake, and having gone to
the far end of the Lake, we determined to walk all the way around it rather than to
retrace our steps.
This is not advised. We ended up on some side roads, attempting to get back to the
lake. Eventually we found a footpath sign directing us through some fields with
horses in, back down to the lake, so we presumed the path then would continue
around the lake. The horses were skittish and as we crossed the field, gave chase to
one of our dogs. We left the footpath across, and returned to the road via cover of the
hedgerows, but not before Jack lost half a tooth, being kicked by one of the horses.
Unable to take the correct path back to the lake, we had to carry on along a busy
country lane until we found another field leading to the lake, which we then
continued around, on unofficial paths along the shore, involving some interesting
climbs through overgrowth and fencing separating farmers fields. Quite an adventure
but not to be recommended.
Recommended walk is simply to follow the paths and tracks down one side of the
lake to the end, then return the way you came. This will give you a most pleasant
lakeside walk. Plus there is the aforementioned bird hide (well sign posted) half way
along.
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Pictures taken on 04/07/2008:
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